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Abstract. This paper proposes a special corpus for testing algorithms Topic model SCTM-ru. In the conditions of the prompt
growth of quantity of data, the problem of development of tools and
systems for their automatic processing. To create systems and testing
algorithms should be suitable datasets. Existence of free collections
of documents, text corpora in Russian, is necessary for researches
methods of natural language processing, considering linguistic features of language. Designated special housing requirements: must be
distributed under a free license, the number of documents should be
sufﬁcient for the study, must include the text of documents in natural
language should contain demanded algorithms Topic model information. The comparative analysis of corpus in Russian and foreign
languages is carried out, discrepancy of characteristics of the existing
corpus with the designated requirements is revealed.
Keywords: text corpora, topic model, natural language processing, Russian language.

INTRODUCTION
Information is becoming the main product and commodity of
the contemporary society. The following areas are in the process
of active development: science, economics, politics, and manufacturing; digital data is being generated and accumulated in
many ﬁelds. To successfully retrieve and process information
from data, one shall have proper tools, systems and algorithms.
A demand for Natural Language Processing systems is growing. Natural Language Processing is already used in common

software and services. For instance, software for reading news
feeds is capable of grouping news by topics, search engines ﬁnd
documents with information of value for the user and mailing
services ﬁlter spam messages automatically. Various algorithms
are used for clustering and classiﬁcation of text data; most popular are k-means, SVM, neural networks. An upcoming trend in
automatic processing of texts is development of probabilistic
topic modelling algorithms.
Topic modelling is a method of building of a topic model of a
text documents collection. The topic model sets the ratio between
topics and documents in the corpus of texts. For the ﬁrst-time
topic modelling was described in the paper by C. Papadimitriou,
P. Raghavan, H. Tamaki, and S. Vempala in 1998 [1]. Thomas
Hoffman in 1999 proposed probabilistic latent semantic indexing
(PLSI) [2]. One of most popular topic models is Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA), this model is the generalization of probabilistic semantic indexing and was developed by David Blei, Andrew
Ng and Michael I. Jordan in 2002 [3]. Other topic models are
usually an extension to LDA. Fig. 1 is an example of building a
topic model of a document.
Algorithms of topic modelling are oriented at the work with
a natural language text. Initial solutions were based on a suggestion that text is a “bag of words”, i. e. word order in the text is of
no value. Further models have successfully implemented algorithms that consider dependencies between words with the help of
latent Markovian models. The review [4] considers ﬁve primary

Fig. 1. Building a topic model of a document: p(w|t) matrix of sought for conditional distributions of words by topics; p(t|d) matrix of sought for
conditional distributions of topics by documents; d document; w word; d, w observable variables; t topic (latent variable)
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classes of probabilistic topic models: basic, taking into account
relations between documents, taking into account relations between words, temporary, teacher-taught.
Availability of text corpora will make it possible to develop
systems for automatic Natural Language Processing, as well as
topic modelling algorithms. When developing a topic model, one
shall consider language features of texts. A Russian text corpus,
which is distributed through a free license, is necessary for development of topic modelling methods operating with the Russian
language.
Corpus linguistics is a complicated linguistic discipline, which
has formed in the last decades based on computer equipment. It
studies the construction of linguistic corpora, methods of data
processing in them and their generation and usage technology
proper. “A corpus is a reference system based on an electronic
collection of texts composed in a certain language” – such deﬁnition of the text corpus is available on the website of the Russian
National Corpus [5]. The study [6] notes the following: “Corpora,
as a rule, are designed for repeated use by many users; therefore,
their markup and their linguistic support shall be uniﬁed in a
certain manner”. Feasibility of establishment and sense behind
using the corpus depend on the following premises:
1) sufﬁcient (representative) volume of the corpus;
2) data of different type is contained within the corpus in their
natural context form;
3) once developed and prepared, data store may be used repeatedly.
First-order corpora are a collection of texts with a common
feature, for instance, source, author, place of publication. A special
text corpus is a balanced corpus, representative, as a rule, small,
identiﬁable to a certain research task and designed for use mainly
for purposes that are in line with composer’s ideas. Text corpora
or corpus, large collection of documents, dataset, as speciﬁed in
the paper [4], are synonymic concepts.
The purpose of this paper is to create a special Russian text
corpus SCTM-ru, suitable for study of algorithms of probabilistic topic modelling. Let us specify requirements to the created
corpus. The corpus shall be distributed through a free license,
the quantity of documents shall be sufﬁcient for research, and it
shall contain the following:
• original text of documents;
• dates of described events;
• authorship information;
• topics.
Let us consider the opportunity of using existing text corpora
for purposes of testing topic modelling algorithms.

REVIEW OF TEXT CORPORA
AND DATASETS

The Russian National Corpus (RNC) [5] contains more than
335 K documents in Russian, which divided into sub corpora.
It includes 180 K texts of the Newspaper Corpus. A license
agreement shall be signed to use the ofﬂine version of the main
corpus (1 M tokens).
The OpenCorpora [7, 8] contains around 3 K documents in
Russian, 93 K marked sentences, 10 data sources, some documents contain information about the author and date of described
events. Linguistic information, such as morphological, semantic
and syntactic, is assigned to text parts. The corpus is not suitable
for objectives of building temporal and author-based models,

since not all documents of the corpus contain information about
the author and the date of the events.
The Associated Press [9] corpus contains 2 K documents in
English. Corpus documents are not labelled with a date of a described event, publication author, and document category. The
corpus is applicable to research a limited quantity of topic modelling algorithms.
The New York Times Annotated Corpus [10] is a large English
text corpus of newspaper articles and news distributed through
a closed license.
20 Newsgroups [11] is a collection of news in English,
prepared to research algorithms of automatic text processing.
20 Newsgroups contains around 20 K documents. Data about
authors and date of publication that is important for building topic
models is not marked up. Preliminary processing of news text is
required for use in topic modelling.
Reuters Corpora [12] is a large English news corpus. Three
datasets contain more than 3 M news. It is distributed through a
limited license only for scientiﬁc research and is provided only
upon signature of the license agreement. There is an earlier version of the corpus named Reuters-21578 [13], which is popular
for testing algorithms of automatic text processing and is distributed through a limited license, being available for ofﬂine analysis.
The computer corpus of texts from Russian newspapers of
the end of the 20th century [14, 15] was established in 1999; it is
currently developed and researched using grants of the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research. The corpus is designed to analyses linguistic features (vocabulary, morphology, syntax, phraseology, stylistics) of the contemporary newspaper language. The
corpus contains 23 K texts of full issues of 13 different Russian
newspapers in Russian. The corpus includes 11 M tokens.
The corpus of the Russian literary language [16, 17] is represented in the form of an array of morphologically annotated
texts in the Russian literary language. The corpus includes more
than 1 M tokens with a balanced genre composition.
The Helsinki Annotated Corpus of Russian texts HANCO
[18] – the corpus contains morphological, syntactic and functional information about texts with total volume of 100 K texts
retrieved from the magazine “Itogi”. Rights to full texts of magazine articles belong to owners.
Table represents comparison of algorithms of topic modelling
of corpus characteristics that are important for research: corpus
language, distribution license, availability for download and research on computers with no access to Internet, data on author,
data on date of described events, text topic. Considered text corpora do not fully meet the requirements speciﬁed in this paper.
The developed special corpus for topic modelling SCTM-ru is
distributed through a free license, the language of the corpus is
Russian, it contains data on authorship, the date of the events,
topic afﬁliation of documents, is available for download and
research on computers with no access to Internet.

TECHNOLOGY OF SCTM-RU
CORPUS DEVELOPMENT

The technological process of corpus development includes
the following steps:
1) source detection;
2) preliminary processing of document texts;
3) markup of parameters of each document in the corpus;
4) provision of access to the corpus.
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Table. Comparative table of text corpus characteristics
Corpus

Language

Open
license

Available
Data on Data
for
Topics
author on date
download

RNC

Russian

+

Open
Corpus

Russian

+

+

Associated
Press

English

+

+

The New
York Times
Annotated
Corpus

English

20 News
groups

English

Reuters
Corpora

English

Russian
Literary
Language
Corpus

Russian

HANCO

Russian

SCTM ru

Russian

+

+

models. Information that was unclaimed in topic modelling shall
be excluded from the corpus, as useless.
Various objectives of topic modelling may require a certain
procedure of data arrival into the topic modelling system, from
successive for temporal models, to one-off for regular topic models. Therefore, to provide access to the corpus, it is sufﬁcient to
provide an opportunity for its download and subsequent use in
accordance with speciﬁc objectives of the researcher.

SOURCE OF DATA FOR SCTM-RU CORPUS

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

In accordance with the indicated requirement to availability
of corpus data, texts used as content shall be distributed through
a free license, available for download and free use.
As result of preliminary processing of texts and markup of
parameters of each document, the corpus shall store and mark
up in a certain way the information necessary to construct topic

We suggest using the international news website “Russian
Wikinews” (Wikinews) as a data source, where texts of articles
are distributed through a free license of Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 Generic, are available for download and analysis on
any computers, including computers with no access to Internet.
Papers [19, 20] specify advantages of wiki-resources, such as
Wikidictionary and Wikipedia, for use as a source of data for
research purposes. Wiki-resources are websites of the second
generation of Internet characterized by the fact that many ordinary users were involved to develop their content, and those users help to expand them and update information. Large volume,
continuous expansion, neutrality of opinions, and availability
are among the advantages of all wiki-resources, including Wikinews.
Wikinews is a brother project of large Wikipedia designed to
write news articles. The example of a Wikinews article is shown in
ﬁg. 2. A signature feature of the Wikinews website compared to
any other news website is the fact that any person may take part in
creating a piece of news. Rules of Wikinews require writing news
from a neutral point of view, in unbiased form, selecting material
and relevant topics, using valid sources.

Fig. 2. Article „50,000 Articles in Russian Wikipedia“ on website of Russian Wikinews
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XML-ﬁle of Wikinews data base export includes the following XML-elements:
+ <page> – group of news article elements;
+ <title> – article title;
– <ns> – identiﬁer or name of a namespace, the element is intended to separate primary articles from internal ones, zero corresponds to the primary namespace;
+ <id> – unique article ID;
+ <revision> – group of elements of the relevant article version;
– <id> – primary revision key used to monitor article changes;
– <parented> – parent article ID;
– <timestamp> – date and time of article revision creation;
+ <contributor> – group of article authorship elements;
– <username> – article author name;
+ <id> – unique article author ID;
+ <text> – article text with elements of wiki-markup;
– <sha1> – article hash code produced by Secure Hash Algorithm SHA-1, used to monitor versions;
– <model> – model of article content, in this case wikitext;
– <format> – format of article data, in this case text/x-wiki.
For topic modelling objectives the information, which is contained in elements marked with (+), is necessary. Elements that
contain information, which is not used in topic modelling algorithms are marked with (–). Example of a part of XML-tree of
Wikinews data base export ﬁle is shown in ﬁg. 3.

PRELIMINARY PROCESSING OF WIKINEWS DATA
In the export ﬁle of Wikinews the articles are sorted according to the revision creation date <timestamp>, this date is not
related to the date of the described events. Authors are recommended to specify the date of the events in the article text, using
wiki-markup. The example of wiki-markup of the date {{: Date
| December 24, 2005}} is shown in ﬁg. 4 inside the element

<text>. Some articles in the export ﬁle of Wikinews does not
contain the date of the events in the wiki-markup, but at the
same time it is speciﬁed in the text or in the category. To save
maximum information required for topic modelling algorithms,
the date of the events was, where possible, restored from the text
and categories. In 455 articles it was not possible to restore the
date of the events, these articles are selections of news that occurred on the same day, in different years, and present no value
for constructing topic models, and they were excluded from the
corpus. Documents of the SCTM-ru corpus are sorted by the date
of the events, from old to new ones.
The export ﬁle of the Wikinews database contains information about the author of the last article revision. We use such information as authorship ID for constructing author-topic models.
Since 58 pieces of Wikinews do not contain the author data, and
articles are valuable, the technical decision was made to assign a
unique author ID – 2 – to these articles and include the latter into
the SCTM-ru corpus.
The text of the Wikinews article contains references that
are arranged in a certain way. References are divided into three
groups: internal – a tool to relate pages inside the language section of Wikipedia, interlingual links (interwiki) – means to organize connections between various wiki-systems in Internet and
references to pages of brotherly wiki-projects (for instance, to
Wikipedia). The article text enclosed within double square brackets is an internal reference. If the case of the referring word or
token does not match with the nominative case, there is a line
within double square brackets, to the left of which there is the
nominative case of the reference text, and to the right – the text
that corresponds to the sentence grammar. Topic modelling algorithms consider the number of each word lemma entries into
the text, in internal references each word has two entries in
different wordforms and will be taken into account twice in
the topic model, thus having perverted frequency characteristics of the model. Documents of the SCTM-ru corpus contain

Fig. 3. Example of XML article „50,000 Articles in Russian Wikipedia“ on website of Russian Wikinews
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Fig. 4. Example of XML document „50,000 Articles in Russian Wikipedia“ in SCTM ru corpus

only that part of the reference that corresponds to the sentence
grammar.
News shall be accompanied with references to a documentary
source. They are usually divided into four types: other articles of
Wikinews, external links to online-sources, citations of printed
media and websites with reference or related information. For the
section of the article “Sources” they use wiki-markup == Sources
== (see example in ﬁg. 4). For purposes of topic modelling, links
to sources are of no big value, therefore the decision was made
to exclude them from the SCTM-ru corpus.
The important element of Wikinews markup and important
data for constructing topic models is information on categories,
to which the article is related. Categories of the article are deﬁned by its author.
Software was developed in C# language, the development
environment is Visual Studio Express 2013, for preliminary processing of texts. Regular expressions were used to search within
the export ﬁle of Wikinews. The software is multi-modular, each
module performs one certain operation. The software receives
the initial XML-ﬁle as an input, specially prepared regular expressions sequentially search through the ﬁle looking for a match
by the template, and an XML-ﬁle is created with changes made
within one iteration at the output. To preserve integrity of initial
data, each search through the initial XML-ﬁle makes only a few
changes that are thoroughly checked by the system administrator, afterwards the software is started with another processing
module.
Multi-modular software was developed to calculate statistics
of the SCTM-ru corpus. The document count module analyses
the XML-tree of the corpus, retrieves unique IDs for each document and counts their total. The author count module retrieves a
list of unique IDs of Wikinews article authors and counts their total. The category count module retrieves unique categories from
the XML-tree of the corpus and counts their total. The module
for processing of the dates of the events described in articles
analyses the XML-tree of the corpus, retrieves information on
the date of the event of each document, counts unique values,
ﬁnds the earliest and latest dates of the document.
To count vocabulary of the SCTM-ru corpus, a module was
developed using regular expressions and MyStem software. The
module takes the text from speciﬁed elements of the XML-tree

(title, text), regular expressions from the text retrieve all sequences of Russian alphabet letters. In the process of word count the
sequence of Russian alphabet letters separated from other letters
with something other than letters (punctuation marks, blanks) is
a word. MyStem software was used to determine the word lemmas. MyStem software performs morphological analysis of the
text in Russian. Hypotheses are generated for the words that are
absent in the dictionary [21].

SCTM-RU CORPUS MARKUP
As SCTM-ru corpus storage format, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) was chosen, as one of most convenient formats
for use in software environment and conversion of data into
other formats. XML features make it possible to save the text of
the initial Wikinews article and highlight additional parameters
of the document.
XML-ﬁle of the corpus (SCTM-ru) consists of the following
elements:
• <page> – group of document elements;
• <title> – document title;
• <id> – unique document ID;
• <userid> – unique author ID;
• <category> – document category;
• <date> – date of document events;
• <text> – document text;
Example of one document markup in SCTM-ru corpus is
shown in ﬁg. 4.
The document title (title) is separated from the document text,
since title words may be given higher priority in construction of
a topic model.
The unique article author ID (userid) is a parameter necessary in author-topic models. The Author-Topic over Time model
[22] is an extension to LDA, where distribution of authors, topics
and documents in time is evaluated in process of model construction.
Document categories (category) are categories speciﬁed by
the article author. For instance, in ﬁg. 4 in the article „50,000 Articles in Russian Wikipedia“ the „Russian Wikipedia“ category is
speciﬁed. Information on the category is important for topic
modelling, therefore saved in the SCTM-ru corpus, see ﬁg. 4.
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Availability of information on documents belonging to categories
will make it possible to automatically check accuracy, completeness, exactness of tested topic modelling algorithms. Information
on the document categories may be used in Labeled LDA models
described in [23].
The date of the events described in the article (date) is used to
build temporal topic models. Example of the model using the date
under the title „Topic over Time – TOT“ is shown in the paper
[24]. When a temporal model is constructed, apart from standard
distributions of words among topics and topics by documents, one
shall assess distribution of each topic over time, which makes it
possible to track and display dynamics of topics variation over
time.
The document text (text) corresponds to the initial article text.
We purposefully leave the initial text without any change, without its conversion into a model of a „bag of words“, and without
linguistic processing, to make it possible to study unique features
of the Russian language. Information on the sequence of words in
the document text is used in the models that consider mutual occurrence of words. For instance, the model titled Hidden Topic
Markov’s Model – HTMM described in the paper [25] is based
on suggestions that words in the sentence structure, as well as
sentences themselves are related to one common topic, and the
topics of words in the document produce a Markov's chain. As a
result of work the HTMM reduces ambiguity of words, widens
topic understanding.

CONCLUSION
As a result of the work done, a special Russian corpus of texts
was prepared (SCTM-ru), which is suitable to test various algorithms of probabilistic topic modelling. The objectives set for the
work were achieved: SCTM-ru corpus contains original texts of
documents in Russian, information on date of events described in
the document, information about author and categories, to which
the document is related, is available for download and use on
devices with no access to Internet.
The source of corpus data is the international news website
“Russian Wikinews”. The SCTM-ru corpus contains 7 K documents, 185 authors, almost 12 K unique categories. Events described in the documents are distributed among more than 2 K
unique dates, from November 2005 to June 2014. The SCTM-ru
corpus contains 2.4 M tokens that consist of Russian letters only.
The corpus vocabulary includes 150.6 K unique wordforms,
59 K unique lemmas.
The volume of the developed corpus gives ground to suggest its representativeness for various tasks of automatic processing of natural language texts. As noted in the paper [26], “It is
not reasonable to wait until someone balances the corpus scientiﬁcally before using it, and it would not be prudent to assess
results of corpus analysis as “not well-founded” or “irrelevant”
just because one cannot prove that the used corpus is “balanced”.
Variety of events described in the SCTM-ru corpus and large team
of article authors (21 K members) justify the suggestion on its
balance. One may be convinced of corpus balance after analysis
of internal features and construction of topic models.
The suggested technology of text corpus development for
objectives of topic modelling makes it possible to expand the
SCTM-ru corpus due to new articles. Similarly, language corpora may be established in any language from 33 languages pre-

sented in Wikinews. Within the proposed format collections and
corpora may be created from various sources of data, at the same
time only information required for topic modelling algorithms
shall be kept.
Then on the basis of the developed corpus the features of
existing variations of topic modelling algorithms will be studied,
new algorithms will be developed, which take into account linguistic features of the Russian language. The SCTM-ru corpus is
distributed through an open license and is available for download
at <www.cims.ru>.
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Аннотация. Предложен специальный корпус текстов SCTMru для тестирования алгоритмов тематического моделирования.
В условиях стремительного роста количества информационных
данных остро проявляется проблема разработки инструментов
и систем для их автоматической обработки. Для создания систем
и тестирования алгоритмов должны существовать подходящие
наборы данных. Необходимо наличие свободных коллекций документов, текстовых корпусов на русском языке для исследований методов автоматической обработки текстов на естественном
языке с учетом лингвистических особенностей языка. Обозначены требования к специальному корпусу: он должен распространяться по свободной лицензии, количество документов должно
быть достаточным для исследования, должен содержать тексты
документов на естественном языке, а также востребованную
в алгоритмах тематического моделирования информацию.
Проведен сравнительный анализ корпусов на русском и иностранных языках, выявлено несоответствие характеристик
существующих корпусов обозначенным требованиям.
Ключевые слова: текстовый корпус, тематическая модель,
обработка естественного языка, русский язык.
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